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1 Introduction

Plant PhysioSpace is an application for analyzing and comparing gene expres-
sion data acquired from plants. The initial version of this application is imple-
mented based on Human PhysioSpace [1] with efforts of David Nevarez in his
master thesis done in [2]

This tutorial teaches you everything you need to know for using the web
app version of Plant PhysioSpace accessible under http://dev.plabipd.de/

physiospace.

2 Basic look and Home screen

When you open http://dev.plabipd.de/physiospace for the first time, you
see figure 1. If you already have an account, you can log in using the link in
the light blue bar. If not, as explained in the grey box in the middle of figure
1, you can either go to ”Submit List of Genes” tab, or use ”Submit csv”.

Figure 1: Home Screen
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2.1 ”Submit List of Genes” section

This section is a more simplified and easier to use version of the program. In
this section, you can compare your samples to a compendium generated using
mainly ”The AtGenExpress global stress expression data set” [3] among others.

Opening the ”Submit List of Genes” tab, you should see figure 2. Using this

Figure 2: Gene list tab

tab you need to take these two steps:

1. This section processes each sample separately. For each sample, you have
to calculate Up and Down regulated genes and find their corresponding
the Affymetrix gene IDs and paste those IDs in Up* and Down* fields.

2. You have to choose the options for processing and plotting the Up and
Down reg. genes you entered.

Options are place right below the Down* field. First one is Colorscheme*,
which is a drop down menu in which you can choose the color scheme for
the result heat map. In the next three options fields, you are provided with
three different ways to assign which parts of the compendium to be used
in the analysis. For example if you want to compare your own sample to
Hormone samples in compendium, in the Categories section you have to
only tick Hormone and then hit Submit. There are different categorical
options in the Accessions and Descriptions fields.

2.2 ”Submit csv” section

Basically the same as ”Submit List of Genes” with two main differences:

• More than one sample could be entered and analyzed.

• Gene expression values are entered as input
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Figure 3: Gene list tab options

As the name suggests, this section gets a CSV file as the input. Opening this
section, you encounter a page like figure 4, in which there are three input/option

Figure 4: CSV section

fields.
The first one is CSV in which you choose and upload a CSV file of your

experiment gene expressions. When making a CSV file to use as an input,
remember that this tool expects the CSV to have row and column names.

• Column names are used as labels in the generated heat map of results.

• Correct Row names are very crucial because they are used to match genes
between input and compendium so they must be the same type. For
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example, ATH1 compendium is a compendium made of GEO data of
ATH1 Affymetrix arabidopsis DNA array, so its row names are Affymetrix
probe IDs, so when using this compendium the row names of your input
CSV file should also be Affymetrix probe IDs.

After the CSV there are two options fields: in the first one colorscheme
you can set the color scheme to use for the heat map showing the results.

And the last option Compendium gives you the option of choosing in
comparison to which reference you want to calculate you similarity scores for
your experiment sample. To put it simple: PhysioSpace compares your new
experiment data to the existing, already available and reliable data set, Com-
pendium is that data set.

After setting these three fields and hitting the Submit button, the heat map
of results will be shown. If you’re already a logged-in user, these results will be
saved and can be accessed later from the ”home” tab.

3 Sample

Here we provide a complete sample for using Plant PhysioSpace. For preparing
the data (download, normalize, Differentially expressed gene calculation, ...),
we used R (https://www.r-project.org) while any other software can be used as
long as at the end the proper CSV file is generated. We decided to analyze a
data set from Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/).
We searched for two key words: ”arabidopsis” and ”stress” and chose the first
returned result to analyze which was GSE22671 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE22671).

For starters, we’re gonna download the data:

1 l i b r a r y (GEOquery) #Using GEOquery package to work with GEO
2 GSE22671 <− getGEO(GEO = ”GSE22671” ,getGPL = F) #Downloading
3 GSE22671 <− GSE22671 [ [ 1 ] ] #there i s only one plat form so i t ’ s

e a s i e r to work with Express ionSet data type ra the r than the
L i s t

GSE22671 is a light stress experiment with 9 samples in 3 conditions: Control,
Dark, and Light. PhysioSpace only accepts relative a.k.a Fold Change values
so we have to subtract each stress replicate from the corresponding Control:

1 r e la t ivGeneExpres s <− matrix (NA, nrow = nrow (GSE22671 ) , nco l = 6) #
i n i t i a l i z i n g

2 geneExpress ionMatr ix <− exprs (GSE22671 ) #ju s t f o r e a s i e r use in the
f o l l ow i n g loop

3 f o r ( k in 4 : 9 ) {
4 r e la t ivGeneExpres s [ , k−3] <− geneExpress ionMatr ix [ , k]−

geneExpress ionMatr ix [ , i f e l s e (k<7,k−3,k−6) ] #Re la t i v e gene
exp r e s s i on c a l c u l a t i o n

5 }
6 rownames ( re la t ivGeneExpres s ) <− rownames ( geneExpress ionMatr ix ) #

Set t ing rownames
7 colnames ( re la t ivGeneExpres s ) <− GSE22671@phenoData@data$

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ch1 [ 4 : 9 ]# Se t t i ng column names
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Two important points to consider here:

• For calculating the Fold changes we subtracted the stressed sample gene
expressions from Controls because downloaded data from GEO is already
normalized and converted to log-scale. If your data is not in log-scale, you
have to convert it yourself before calculating relative values.

• We just copied the row names from GSE22671 to our relativGeneExpress
matrix because GSE22671 is done using ATH1 Affymetrix DNA array so
the row names are already Affymetrix probe IDs. If in your experiment
data, another type of gene IDs or names are used and you want to compare
your data to a Affymetrix compendium in Plant PhysioSpace (as we want
to do here), you have to convert your Gene names yourself, using biomaRt
for example.

Now the relative values are ready to be processed with PhysioSpace, we just
have to export our matrix into a CSV file:

1 wr i t e . csv (x = re lat ivGeneExpress , f i l e = ”˜/Desktop/GSE22671 . csv ” ,
row . names = TRUE) #Don ’ t f o r g e t the rownames !

An screen shot of the first few rows of the CSV file are provided in figure 5.

Figure 5: Generated CSV file Screen shot

At the end we can use this CSV file we made in the ”Submit csv” tab of
PhysioSpace and calculate the similarity results.
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